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6 of 6 review helpful my own review By david caisse My words are insignificant compared to the true value of this 
book No one paid me to write this review I am only stating what is deep in my heart Everyone has had some kind of 
hardship in life and everyone is looking for something In his books I found what I was so desperately looking for 
Some people look for power which he explains how some people look for love YOU SIT CONTENT AT PEACE IN 
PERFECT SILENT HARMONY Your eyes do not stare blankly they see what others cannot witnessing the dance of 
the overlapping multiverse Worlds phase and pass through each present moment All of time held in the gaze of your 
immortal mind WHAT IF YOU COULD Meditate to the sound of God triggering an enlightened state of 
consciousness anywhere and at anytime Effectively balance y 
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